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What sort of thing is a lyric poem? An intense expression of subjective experience? The fictive
speech of a specifiable persona? Theory of the Lyric reveals the limitations of these two
conceptions of the lyricâ€•the older Romantic model and the modern conception that has come to
dominate the study of poetryâ€•both of which neglect what is most striking and compelling in the lyric
and falsify the long and rich tradition of the lyric in the West. Jonathan Culler explores alternative
conceptions offered by this tradition, such as public discourse made authoritative by its rhythmical
structures, and he constructs a more capacious model of the lyric that will help readers appreciate
its range of possibilities.Theory of the Lyric constitutes a major advance in our understanding of the
Western lyric tradition. Examining ancient as well as modern poems, from Sappho to Ashbery, in
many European languages, Culler underscores lyricâ€™s surprising continuities across centuries of
changeâ€•its rhythmical resources, its strange modes of address, its use of the present tense, and
the intriguing tension between its ritualistic and fictional dimensions. He defends the idea of lyric as
a genre against recent critiques, arguing that lyrics address our world rather than project a fictional
world and also challenging the strongly established assumption that poems exist to be interpreted.
Theory of the Lyric concludes with a discussion of how to conceive the relations between lyric and
society in ways that would acknowledge and respond to lyricâ€™s enduring powers of enchantment.
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This is a profound, thorough consideration of the problem of forming a theory of the lyric. Culler

doesn't actually do that, but he lays out all the issues and examines them exhaustively and with
immense learning. The reader has to conclude that the lyric is too complex and multifaceted for a
coherent, inclusive theory to explain it. Culler examines the lyric from every angle, through the
problem of address, social function, apostrophe, and other considerations, and apparently in this
process discovers that the lyric is too intimately human an expression to be explained in a sweeping
coherent way. Anyone interested in the lyric, historically or in its present incarnations, will want to
read this clearly written and wide-ranging book. This is Culler's masterpiece, the culmination of a
long and honorable career of exploring and explaining complex literary issues.

The best book on poetry I've read since Tiffany's "Infidel Poetics." Wonderfully lucid. Takes poetry's
basic strangeness seriously, rigorously.

An excellent and very well thought / argued book on a complex subject â€” since Aristotle and his
many Renaissance commentators.
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